












































































Balboa Park Station Modernization Phase 2 
BART Board 
December 3, 2015 


Balboa Park  Station Modernization – Phase 2 







Process + Partners 


Objectives 
• Increase safety + security 
• Enhance access + accessibility 
• Improve transit function + customer experience 
City Partnership 
• SFMTA, SFCTA, Supervisor Avalos 
Significant, Ongoing Community Engagement 
• Balboa Park CAC / D11 Council ~ Outer Mission, Excelsior, Ingelside, 


Westwood Park, Miraloma Heights, Sunnyside, Oceanview, and 
Balboa Terraces neighborhoods 


Funding Sources 
• SF Prop K 
• MTC Lifeline 
• BART Prop 1B 
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Station Area Context 
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• 11th busiest station in District ~ 13K daily riders 
• Serves Southern San Francisco + Northern Peninsula 
• Major intermodal hub with 3 Muni Metro, 7 Muni 


bus lines + 3 shuttles ~ 46% transfers  to BART Balboa Park  Station Modernization – Phase 2 







Earlier Phases - Completed 
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• New vertical circulation / emergency egress 
• Expanded faregates 
• New entrance / walkway to Ocean Avenue 


Balboa Park  Station Modernization – Phase 2 







Key Issues – Phase 2 
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•Station area lacks direct, accessible + safe connection 
•Muni platform is not accessible 
•Difficult transfers between systems 
•Aging roof structure 
•Low lighting levels in station concourse 
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Project Description 
1.Accessible walkway through the 


concrete planter from the Westside 
Walkway to the Phase 2 Project 


2.Accessible walkway to/from BART 
+ Muni Metro boarding areas 


3.Muni Metro accessible platform 
4.New roof structure 
5.Underground LED lighting 
6.Clerestory glazing  
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4 


3 
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Project Benefits 
• Provide safe crossing along the narrow 


pathway + Muni tracks 
• Continuous accessible walkway from 


BART + Muni Metro boarding area to 
Ocean Avenue 


• Relocate + expand accessible Muni 
Metro platform to better accommodate 
disabled patrons 


• Brighter station for our customers 


Balboa Park Station - Phase 2 
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Proposed Investments - Phase 2  
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* Brighten station concourse with LED lighting and clerestory glazing 


Direct, safe, 
accessible 
pathway 


Muni accessible platform 
New roof structure 







Next Steps 


8 Balboa Park  Station Modernization – Phase 2 


Station Modernization Planning Underway 
• Upgrade, transform aging station 
• Develop future phases, incl. state of good repair needs, 


platform lighting, vertical circulation, Geneva Avenue 
canopies, placemaking/plaza improvements, etc. 


Request Board Action on Phase 2 Eastside Project 
• Project closely coordinated with SFMTA’s Rail Replacement 


Project ~ Timing is critical 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


To ensure compliance with federal and state civil rights regulations, including but not
limited to Title vI of the civil Rights Act of 1964 and FTA circular 4702.18 [dated
October 1,2012 (Circular)1, a transit agency performs an analysis of any fare change to
determine if the change has a disparate impact on minority riders or a disproportionate
burden on low-income riders. In accordance with the Circular, the transit agency makes
this determination by comparing the analysis results against a threshold, as defined in its
Disparate Impact and Disproportionate Burden Policy.


The fare change discussed in this report is the discontinuation of the BART Plus ticket,
which is an intra-agency joint fare product accepted by BART and the following five bus
operators:


The agreement among these agencies governing the BART Plus program expires on
December 31,2015.


As the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has encouraged transit agency coordination
in undertaking Title VI requirements for joint fare products, BART and the five bus
operators have agreed that BART would undertake coordinated Title VI analysis for all
BART Plus agencies. This report uses FTA-approved methodology to access the effects
of a fare type change; draws on data from BART ridership surveys and BART automated
fare collection equipment; and includes public outreach undertaken in accordance with
BART's Public Participation Plan to receive public input on discontinuing the BART Plus
ticket from low-income, minority, and limited-English-proficient (LEP) riders.


The BART Plus ticket, good for a two-week period, is used as a flash pass for unlimited
bus rides, gives a discount of 5Vo to 8Vo for BART trips, and can be used to make a last
BART trip with as little as a nickel left on the ticket. BART Plus tickets are available in
eight denominations, ranging from $43 to $76.


The BART Plus ticket program began in 1991 to encourage transit use and respond to the
objectives of SB 602 (California Govemment Code Section 66516) regarding regional
fare coordination, which is under the purview of the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTCJ. The BART Plus program was lntended to end once the regional
smart card Clipper@, formerly known ai Tianslink@, became operational on thi various
BART Plus program participants' systems. Clipper@ provides regional fare coordination
as one fare medium good on multiple systems, automatically providing applicable transfer
discounts. ln 2003, AC Transit withdrew from the program for financial reasons. In
2013, San Francisco Muni, Dumbarton Express, SamTrans, and Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority ended their participation because they had become Clipper-
enabled. As the four operators chose to withdraw from the program, each of them was


Tri-Delto Tronsil Eostern Contro Costo Tronsit
County Conneclircn Centrol Contro Costo Tronsit Authority







responsible for performing its own Title VI analysis of the impact of terminating
participation. None of the completed Title VI analyses provided to BART found a
disparate impact and/or disproportionate burden resulting from withdrawing from the
BART Plus progmm.


After the withdrawal of the four agencies in 2013, BART Plus ticket sales and ridership
declined by approximately 96Vo. Arnual ticket sales dropped from about 43,000 tickets in
FYl2 to about 1,500 tickets in FY15 (197o of which were never used on BART). BART
Plus trips on BART (bus operators do not record BART Plus trips) declined from over
250,000 in FYl2 to fewer than 10,000 trips out of BART's 126 million trips in FY15.
Currently, on an average weekday, approximately 30 BART Plus trips are taken on
BART.


Circular Chap. IV-19 states that an agency shall analyze any available information from
ridership surveys when evaluating the adverse effects of fare changes. BART's most
recent ridership survey conducted in 2014 does not include any BART Plus rider
respondents. The next most recent survey, the 2012 Customer Satisfaction Survey,
includes responses from 14 BART Plus riders reporting ethnicity and 1l BART Plus


riders reporting income. These sample sizes are too small to be statistically representative


of all BART Plus riders, and public outreach undertaken as part of the current analysis


resulted in six surveys completed, two of which were from current BART Plus riders, one


of whom identified as minority and non-low income and the other as nonprotected. ln the


absence of sufficient survey data, this report assumes the fare change will
disproportionately impact minority and low-income riders, i.e., that BART Plus riders are


predominately minority or low- income.


This report concludes that existing fare product altematives avoid, minimize, or mitigate


adverse effects of BART Plus termination. The existing discounted fare medium


altematives to BART Plus include the East Bay Value Pass, BART-to-bus fare discounts,


and BART 6.257o high value discount tickets. These products are all available on one


regional smart card, Clipper', thus replicating BART Plus ticket functionality as a single


fare medium accepted on both buses and BART. The altematives are also available on


existing paper fare media. Depending on how individual riders currently use the BART
Plus ticket to take different combinations of bus and BART trips. these altematives would


avoid, minimize, or mitigate the impact of no longer having the BART Plus ticket.'


The following information supports a conclusion that ending the program is justified:


o BART Plus participant bus operators will be Clipper-operational and the ticket


program from its inception was designed to end once the regional smart card


Lecame available to riders2'
o The BART Plus ticket no longer serves its intended function as a regional joint bus


and BART fare Product.


r Data is not available that indicates ther€ is a BART Plus rido who uses both Union City Transit and one or more of the four bus


op-".xota *rro 
""""pt 


trr" East Bay Value Pass (BART'S Union City station serves an avoage of one to two BART Plustrips p€f day).


Ifthere is such a rider who takes ijnion City Tiansit a[d another bus opemlor, dependiflS on lheir travel patterns' that rider could pay


morc than with BART Plus.
t_'no* oitfre nr" n,arnf plus bus opemtors became Clipper-enabted effective November l, 2015, and the remaining oper.tor' Union


City Transit, will be Clipper-enabled by summ6 2016. IART'' Union City Station serves an average of one to two BART Plus trips


p.. d.y.







As part of the Title VI assessment, BART has undertaken public outreach to receive
public input on discontinuing the BART Plus ticket from low-income, minority, and LEP
populations, in accordance with BART's Public Participation Plan, completed in May
2010 and revised in July 2011, and the Circular. Given that BART Plus riders represent
just 0.0077o of all daily BART riders, reaching BART Plus riders was difficult and
challenging. Staff worked with the participating bus operators, canvassed bus riders in
stations and analyzed actual BART Plus ridership trends to reach as many riders as
possible.


No comments were received from BART Plus riders regarding the fare change's impact
on minority riders. The Title Vl/Environmental Justice Advisory Committee and the
Limited English Proficiency Advisory Committee also did not have comments on the fare
change as it related to minority riders.


One voice mail was left by a commenter who noted that BART Plus has been economical
for her to use for years. At May 2015 meetings of the Title VUEnvironmental Justice
Advisory Committee and the Limited English Proficiency Advisory Committee, who also
represent BART's low-income riders, committee members asked about options available
for BART Plus riders using Clipper, and this report includes a description of these
altematives. On October 20, 2015, a joint meeting of the two advisory committees was
held at which staff presented Title VI analysis preliminary findings. Committee members
noted that the preliminary findings supported terminating the BART Plus program, with
one member referring to the termination as "totally justified." While this one member
acknowledged and understood the reasons behind the termination of the program, he felt
that cunent BART Plus ticket users should understand what their altematives are. In
addition, members expressed concem that low-income riders and those with limited
computer access could have difficulty getting the benefits of the Clipper card discounts,
especially the Clipper BART high-value discount (HVD), which is an autoload product
for which the rider pays with either a credit card or a debit card. Committee members
noted that low-income and LEP riders may be less likely to have a credit or debit card. In
response to the concem about payment options for BART's HVD tickets, staff
investigated how current BART Plus riders are actually paying for their tickets and found
that 49.5Vo are using a credit card, 28.77o pay with a debit card, and the remaining 2l.8Zo
use cash. Based on how current BART Plus riders pay for their tickets, approximately
807o of riders will be able to take advantage of the Clipper BART high-value discount. In
addition, a computer is not necessary to purchase the paper HVD ticket, which is sold at
seven retail locations and through the mail upon request. Cash-paying riders also will be
able to use other discounted fare media, i.e., East Bay Value Pass and BART+o-bus fare
discount.


Additionally, in response to advisory committee members' comments, BART
recommends to the bus operators that during Clipper card roll-out on their systems and
before the BART Plus ticket is discontinued, the operators provide information on fare
media altematives to BART Plus to their BART Plus riders and offer clipper cards to
them. BART Plus notices will also remain posted through December 2015 on 6l BART
ticket vending machines that sell BART Plus tickets, and these notices include
information on existing fare media altematives to BART plus as well as an e-mail address
and phone number that riders can use to contact BART with any questions.







An equity finding is made after considering both the fare change analysis results and
public comment received. The equity finding of this report assumes that the fare change
will disproportionately impact minority and low-income riders. However, the
disproportionate impacts are not adverse because existing fare products offer better or
similar fares and fare media as BART Plus. Therefore, the report concludes that the
termination will not result in a disparate impact or disproportionate burden on minority
riders or low-income riders, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION


To ensure compliance with federal and state civil rights regulations, including but not
limited to Title vI of the civil Rights Act of 1964 and FTA circular 4702.1B [dated
October l,2Ol2 (Circular)1, a transit agency performs an analysis of any fare change to
determine if the change has a disparate impact on minority riders or a disproportionate
burden on low-income riders when compared to overall users. In accordance with the
Circular, the transit agency makes this determination by comparing the analysis results
against a threshold, as defined in its Disparate Impact and Disproportionate Burden
Policy.


The fare change discussed in this report is the discontinuation of the BART Plus ticket,
which is an intra-agency joint fare product accepted by BART and currently the following
five bus operators:


WeSTCAT Western Contro Costo Tronsit Auth


The agreement among these agencies governing the BART Plus program expires on
December 31,2015.


As the FTA has encouraged transit agency coordination in undertaking Title VI
requirements for joint fare products, BART offered to undertake coordinated Title VI
analysis for both itself and any BART Plus bus operator who wished to be included in the
findings of the coordinated Title VI analysis. If a bus operator did not choose to be
included in and governed by the findings of the coordinated Title VI analysis, it would
conduct its own Title VI analysis. The five BART Plus bus operators informed BART
that they wish to participate in and assume responsibility for the coordinated Title VI
analysis undertaken by BART, as described in this report. This report uses FTA-approved
methodology to access the effects of a fare type change; draws on data from BART
ridership surveys and BART automated fare collection equipment; and includes public
outreach undertaken in accordance with BART's Public Participation Plan.


The BART Plus ticket, good for a two-week period, is used as a flash pass for unlimited
bus rides, gives a discount of 5Vo to 8Vo for BART trips, and can be used to make a last
BART trip with as little as a nickel left on the ticket. The table below shows the pricing
structure of BART Plus tickets, which are available in eight denominations.


Tri-Delto Eostern Contro Costo Tronsit
County Conneclion
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Price Rider


Pays for
BARTValue


,B'


Szg
Szg


52e


Szg


$2e
5zg
Szg


Szg


s14
s1e


s23
Sza


5sg
SEs


5az
$47


$43
s48
$se
Ssz


$sz
Sez


Szr
s75


91s
s20
s2s
Sso


$rs
s40


$+s


Sso


6.74/o


5.O%


8.0%


6.7%


5.704


s.0%


6.7%


6.0%


Ticket prices range from $43 to $76 for a two-week period. The price of the bus pass


portionof a ticket is always $29. For BART trips, the rider pays a discounted amount of
$14 to $47 to receive BART value of $15 to $50.


In 1991, the BART Plus ticket program was initiated to encourage transit use and respond


to the objectives of SB 602 (Califomia Government Code Section 66516) regarding


regional ?are coordination, which is under the purview of the Metropolitan Transportation


Commission (MTC). The BART Plus program was intended to end once the regional


smart card Clipper@, formerly known as Tr-ansl-ink@, became operational on the various


BART Plus program participants' systems.' Clipp"t'provides regional fare coordination


as one fare medium good on multiple systems, automatically providing applicable transfer


discounts.


prior to 2W3,the regional BART Plus program included bus participants serving five


counties: Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara. The 10


bus operators were AC Transit, County Connection, Dumbarton Express, SamTrans, San


Francisco Muni, Tri Delta Transit, Union City Transit, Santa Clara Valley Transportation


Authority (VTA), WestCAT, and Wheels. In 2003, AC Transit withdrew from the BART
plus program because of financial reasons, which led to a decline of approximately 66Vo


in both ticket sales and BART Plus trips on BART.


Effective January l,2Ol3,four other participants in the BART Plus program withdrew:


San Francisco Muni, Dumbarton Express, SamTrans, and VTA. They ended their


participation because they had become Clipper-enabled. As the four operators chose to


withdraw from the program, each of them was responsible for performing its own Title VI


analysis of the impict of terminating participation. None of the completed Title VI


analyses providedto BART found a disparate impact and/or disproportionate burden


resulting from withdrawing from the BART Plus program'


With the withdrawal of these four agencies, the once-regional BART Plus program


became limited to five bus participants serving the East Bay in Contra Costa County and


parts of Alameda County. the effect of the withdrawal of the four agencies was a decline


of approxim ately 967o in nenf Plus ticket sales and ridership. Annual ticket sales


droiied from about 43,000 tickets in FY12 to about 1,500 tickets (l9%o of which were


3 Memorandum, dated October 8, 2003, from MTC Deputy Director, Policy, to MTC proqram and Allocations Committee: "This ticket


[BART plus] was intended us' -'ln-i, solution, t U.i t"if"JUy tn" *irert"t transit ticket, i'e', Translink@ "


Price Rider
Pays for Bus


Pass
,A'


Total Price


of BART


Plus Ticket
tAt+'Bt


BART


Value on
Ticket


'c'


BARTS


Discount
Given
rcr_rBi


BART%


Discount
Given


Sr
Sr
Sz


s2


SZ


5z


Sr
S:







never used on BART) in FY15. BART Plus trips on BART (bus operators do not record
BART Plus trips) declined from over 250,000 in FY12 to fewer than 10,000 trips out of
BART's 126 million trips in FY15. Cunently, on an average weekday, approximately 30
BART Plus trips are taken on BART. The table below shows annual BART Plus tickets
sales figures, trip data, and key events from FY03 through FY15.


BART Plus Trips BART Plus


on BART Tickets Sold


M
FY14 10,045 1,540


FY13 726,298 21,208 4 operators, including SF Muni, withdraw
Fft2 756,443 43,248
FY11 330,492 46,487


FY10 336,669 51,491 Bus portion price increases to $29 from $24
FY(,g 474,413 47,744
FY08 520,972 52,L78
FY07 574,947 70,403
FY06 6L2,439 72,s90
FY05 758,6t4 76,438
FYO4 1,432,324 132,283 AC Transit withdraws; bus portion price


increases to S24 from S14


FY03 ?,254,576 230,797


At the time of the withdrawal of the four operators in 2013, the remaining five East Bay
BART Plus pro&ram participants wished to continue the BART Plus program until they
became Clipper@-enabled. As of November 1, 2015, four of the five operators began to
accept Clipper as fare payment. The fifth operator, Union City Transit, is scheduled to be
Clipper-enabled in summer 2016 (at Union City Station on an average weekday there are
one exit and one entry made with a BART Plus ticket). The five bus operators have
informed BART that they will be terminating participation in the BART Plus program
after December 31, 2015, when the current agreement expires.


As part of the Title VI assessment, BART has undertaken public outreach to receive
public input on discontinuing the BART Plus ticket from low-income, minority, and
limited-English-proficient (LEP) populations, in accordance with BART's public
Pa(icipation Plan, completed in May 2010 and revised in July 2011, and the Circular.
Public outreach activities and results are described in Section 3 of this report.


2. MINORITY DISPARATE IMPACT ANATYSIS AND IOW-INCOME
DISPROPORTIONAIE BURDEN ANATYSIS


2.1 Assessing Fore Chonge E fects
This section describes the data and methodology used to assess the effects of a fare change
on minority and low-income riders, in accordance with the fare equity analysis proceduris
in the Circular.


Data analysis shall include the following steps as outlined in Chap. IV-19 of the Circular:
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i. Determine the number and percent of users of each fare media being changed;
ii. Review fares before the change and after the change;
iii. Compare the differences between minority users and non-minority users; and


iv. Compare the differences for each particular fare media between low-income users


and non-low-income users.


As stated in the Circular App. K- 1 I, comparing protected riders and nonprotected riders


can "yield even clearer depictions of differences." For fare type changes, BART will
assess whether protected riders are disproportionately more likely to use the affected fare


tlpe or media, and if such effects are adverse. In accord with BART's Disparate
Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy (DUDB Policy), impacts will be considered
disproportionate when the difference between the affected fare type's protected ridership
share and the overall system's protected ridership share is greater than 109o. When the


survey sample size of the ridership for the affected fare type is too small to permit a


finding of statistical significance, BART will collect additional data if viable. If the


resulting survey sample size is also too small to permit a finding of statistical significance,


BART may conclude that a finding of disparate impact and/or disproportionate burden


cannot be determined based on the available data. According to BART's Marketing and


Research Department, as a guideline, the minimum sample size needed for computing


margins of error, which measure how accurately a survey sample represents an overall
population, is 30 respondents. Larger sample sizes will have lower margins of error, and


thus be more likely to be representative of the population.


Should BART find that minority riders experience disparate impacts from the proposed


change, BART should take steps to avoid, minimize, or mitigate disparate impacts. If the


additional steps do not mitigate the potential disparate impacts on minority riders,


punuant to the Circular, BART may proceed with the proposed fare change if BART can


show that:
. A substantial legitimate justification for the proposed fare change exists; and,


o There are no altematives serving the same legitimate objectives that would have a less


disparate impact on minority populations.


If a finding is made that the proposed fare change would place a disproportionate burden


on low-income riders compared to non-low income riders, BART will take steps to avoid,


minimize, or mitigate impacts where practicable. BART shall also describe altematives


available to low-income populations affected by the fare change. Mitigation is neither


necessary nor required where no disparate impact and/or disploportionate burden is found.


2.2 Methodology ond Doto Used
Circular Chap. IV-19 states that an agency shall analyze any available information from


ridership surveys when evaluating the adverse effects of fare changes. The fare change


under study is a change to a specific fare type, and the methodology and data used are


described below.


Methodolory
BART uses FTA-approved methodology to assess the effects of a fare type change'


The methodology for fare tlpe changes assesses whether protected riders are


disproportionat-ly more likely to use the affected fare type or media. Recent rider survey


data are used to make this determination. When the survey sample size of the ridership







for the affected fare type is too small to permit a determination of statistical significance,
BART collects additional data. In accordance with the DIIDB Policy, impacts are
considered disproportionate when the difference between the protected ridership using the
affected fare type and the protected ridership of the overall system is geater than lO7o.


Data
The most recent BART survey, the 2Ol4 Customer Satisfaction Survey conducted in
September 2014, had no BART Plus rider respondents in a sample of over 5,60O randomly
selected customers surveyed. As a result, this report cites the 2012 Customer Satisfaction
Survey. which included l4 BART Pius riders reporting ethnicity and I I BART Plus riders
reporting income.o


For the 2012 Customer Satisfaction Survey, minority includes riders who are Asian,
Hispanic (any race), Black/African American, American Indiar/Alaskan Native, and
Other (including multi-racial). Non-minority is defined as white, non-Hispanic.
According to responses to the 2Ol2 Customer Satisfaction Survey, 62.37o of BART riders
are minority.


Consistent with BART's Title VI Triennial Program standards, low-income is defined as


20OVo of the federal poverty level. This broader definition is used to account for the
region's higher cost of living when compared to olher regions. Approximating 2O09o of
the federal poverty level is done by considering both the household size and household
income of respondents to the 2012 Customer Satisfaction Survey. The table below shows
the household size and household income combinations that comprise "low-income."


LOW INCOME


Household


Size


Household


lncome
1+


2+


3+


4+


5+


Under 525K


s2s-s29.9K
s3Gs39.9K


s40-s4s.eK


sso.sse.eK


As an example, a household of two or more people with an income of $28,000 would be
considered low-income. According to 2012 Customer Satisfaction Survey responses,
33.67o of BART riders are considered low income.


Staff worked to gather demographic data from current BART Plus riders through the
public outreach and survey activities described in Section 3. Six surveys were received,
two of which were from current BART Plus riders; one respondent identified as
nonprotected, and the other identified as minority and non-low income. One voice mail
was also received, although the caller did not provide any demographic information.


4 lt is important to note that the 2012 Customer Satisfactior Survey was conducted beforc San Rancisco Muni, Dumbano Expr€ss,
SamTmns, and VTA withdrew from lhe program, which led to a 96% &op in BART Plus ridenhip. Ther€fore, rhe BART ptu; rider
demographics ftom the 2012 Cuslomer Satisfaction survey may not r€flect the demographics of culrent BART plus riders.
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2.3 Anolysis Resulls
Pursuant to the Circular, BART is to perform an analysis of any fare change to determine
if the change disproportionately impacts minority and/or low-income riders. In accordance


with the Circular, BART is to make this determination by comparing the analysis results


against the appropriate threshold defined in BART's DVDB Policy.


The 2Ol2 Customer Satisfaction Survey included responses from 14 BART Plus riders


reporting ethnicity and 11 BART Plus riders reporting income. As shown in the tables


below, 82.3Vo of the 14 surveyed BART riders using BART Plus are minority, compared


to62.37o of allBARTriders, and27.77o of the ll surveyedBARTPlusridersarelow-
income, compared to 33.67o of all BART riders.


Somple
Size


BART Riders Using BART


Dilference trom All BART Riders


l,lon-low
lncome


BART Riders Using BART


Ditlerence lrom All BART Riders


The BART Plus rider sample sizes are extremely small. For sample sizes under 30


respondents, a "margin of error," which measures how accurately a survey sample


repiesents an overall population, cannot be calculated--the actual percentage of minority


and low-income BART Plus riders could vary dramatically from the percentages in the


tables above derived from these extremely small survey samples. As such, whether or not


the fare type change to BART Plus disproportionately impacts minority and low-income


riders cannot be determined based on the 2012 data. As described in this report's Section


3, Public Participation, BART conducted outreach to solicit input from and gather


additional demographic data on BART Plus riders; the result of this outreach was six


surveys received, two of which were from current BART Plus riders, one of whom


identified as minority and non-low income, and the other as nonprotected. In the absence


of sufficient survey data, this report assumes that the fare change will disproportionately


impact minority riders and low-income riders.


As BART Plus is a joint fare instrument, it is informative to include demographic data


from the five BART Plus bus operators. Demographic data for BART Plus bus operators'


overall ridership from surveys the bus operators conducted are shown in the table on the


next page (the operators did not gather data by ticket type to identify BART Plus riders).


These data indicate that overall, bus riders of the BART Plus operators are more minority


and low-income than BART's overall ridership.


Somple
Size


Source: 20,l2 BART Cuslomer Solisfoction Survey
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AII BART Rid


Low-
lncome







Minority
59.4%


78.60/o


90.w6


80.0%


N/A


Non-
Minority


40.6%


2'J,.4o/o


10.0%


20.Oo/o


N/A


Sample


Size Low-lncome


52.4%


60.6%


69.0%1


60.9%2


N/A


Non-Low Sample
lncome Size


County Connection
Tri Delta Transit


Union City Transit


WestCAT


lllheelss


47.6% NIA
39.4o/o 937


3L.O% 8s


39.1o/o 493


N/A N/A


lUnion 
City Transit's definition of low-income does not include household size; the figures presented reflect households


with annual incomes under 550,000, regardless of household size.


2WestCAT's definition of low-income does not include household size; the figures presented reflect households with
annual incomes under 550,000, regardless of household size.


3wheels does not perform rider-specific surveys and instead uses service area demographics from the American
Community Survey.


2.4 Cumulotive lmpocls Anolysis
Since BART's last FTA triennial review dated January 2014 for the period January 1,


2012 through December 31, 2013, there have been no similar fare changes to BART fare
products, including discounted fare products and fare products accepted by another
agency; therefore, there are no cumulative impacts associated with terminating the BART
Plus ticket program to analyze.


2.5 Alternolives Avoiloble for People Affecled by the Fore Chonge
BART Plus ticket users have fare medium alternatives available to them that would avoid,
minimize, or mitigate the assumed disproportionate impacts of discontinuing the ticket,
depending on how the particular rider uses the BART Plus ticket and how the rider will
use the altemative fare media. In order to exactly ascertain whether the available fare
medium alternatives would avoid, minimize, or mitigate the assumed disproportionate
impacts on the riders who on an average weekday take approximately 30 BART trips
using BART Plus, the specific combined BART and bus tripmaking patterns of these
riders would need to be known. BART has trip data for BART Plus ticket users, but the
bus operators do not record trips on their systems made with BART Plus. In the absence
of this data, the example alternatives analyzed in this report were chosen based on the
actual data available on BART Plus trips taken on BART, and the actual number and
value of BART Plus tickets sold.


A key feature of the BART Plus ticket is that it is one fare medium good on buses and
BART. The Clipper card offers the same functionality and so can replace BART Plus, as
was intended from the outset of the BART Plus program. This section analyzes
altemative transit modes, fare payment types, and fare payment media available for people
who could be affected by the fare change. The analysis compares fares paid with the
BART Plus ticket to fares paid through available alternatives, all of which are available
both on Clipper and as paper fare media. As part of the introduction of Clipper on the bus
operators' systems, which began in November 2015 for four operators and is scheduled
for summer 2016 for Union City Transit, each operator will have 500 Clipper cards that
can be distributed to riders free of charge. For example, County Connection plans to host
outreach events as part of the agency's Clipper roll-out, at which riders can receive a free
Clipper card.
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2.5.1 Allemolives Avoiloble to Avoid, Minimize or Miligote Disploporlionole lmpocl


BART operates a heavy rail system in the counties of Alameda, Contra Costa, San


Francisco and San Mateo, as well as an automated people mover that links the BART
Coliseum Station and Oakland Intemational Airport. The other five BART Plus program


agencies provide the following bus services, which connect to BART in the East Bay:


Bus Pavment Alternatives
The bus portion of the BART Plus ticket costs $58 per month (it is the BART value that


varies among the eight ticket denominations available). Alternatives to using the BART
Plus ticket as fare payment for bus trips are (a) getting the BART-to-bus transfer discount


by paying with Clipper or cash or (b) purchasing a monthly Clipper or paper East Bay


Value Pass, good for unlimited rides on County Connection, Tri Delta Transit, westCAT,


and Wheels.


The table below shows a cost comparison of the fare payment options. The cost of 20


round trips with the transfer discount varies by bus operatol, from being $8 less expensive


than BART Plus (Union City Transit), to $7 more expensive than BART Plus (Tri Delta


Transit). The $60 East Bay Value Pass is $2 or 3.47o higher than the $58 price of the bus


portion of the BART Plus ticket.
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BART Pavment Alternatives
The BART Plus ticket good for a two-week period is available in eight denominations of
BART loaded value, sold at the following discounts:


A BART High Value Discount (HVD) ticket, which gives a 6.25Vo discount, is an
alternative to the BART value on a BART Plus ticket. As shown in the table below, the
HVD ticket is available in two denominations: a ticket with $48 in value sold for $45 or
$64 in value sold for $60. HVD tickets are available on Clipper, at seven retail locations,
and by mail. Unlike the BART Plus ticket, the HVD ticket value does not expire.


BART HVD


Ticket Value
Price Rider Pays


for BARTValue


BARTS


Discount
Given


BART%


Discount
Given


$as


Seq


s4s


$eo


Sg


S+


6.25%


6.25%


The BART Plus ticket also has a last ride feature so that a rider with as little as a nickel
left on the ticket can use the ticket to take one last ride anywhere in the BART system.
When the BART Plus program began in the early 1990s, the last ride feature was
necessary because of a technical limitation then present in BART's automated fare
collection equipment that meant a BART Plus ticket could not have value added to it at a
BART add value machine. Thus, there was no choice but to have the system let a rider
exit with a ticket that had as little as a nickel left on it.


The level of discount provided by the last ride feature depends on both the amount of
value remaining on the ticket and the fare for the last trip taken, and so the discount is not
at a set rate (for example, 10Vo off full fare). A last ride discount can vary from $0.05 to
$15.35. For example, for a $1.85 minimum fare last ride trip, if the rider has a nickel left
on the ticket, the value of the last ride feature is $ 1.80; however, if the rider has $ 1.80 left
on the ticket, the value of the last ride feature is $0.05. tn FYl5, the last ride feature was
used on approximately 79Vo of BART Plus tickets and had an average value of g2.36; the
remaining approximately 2l%o of tickets had an average unused value of $5.86 left on the
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ticket. Thus, the last ride feature benefits riders differentially. With Clipper, riders neither


have unused value on their tickets nor receive widely varying discounts.


2.5.2 Comporison of Alternolives Avoilqble lo Avoid, Minimize or Miligote
Dispropofionole lmpoct


The number of each ticket denomination sold in FY15 is shown in the table below.


Approximately 6l%o of all BART Plus ticket sales are of the $43 denomination with $15


irrBART value good for a two-week period. The next most common denomination sold is


the $76 ticket at l77o of the total sold.


This report compares the cost of using BART Plus to the cost of using two options for fare


payment:' ' . Option A. The East Bay Value Pass and BART 6.25Vo high value discount (HVD)


tickets.
. Option B. The BART-to-bus discount fare on the bus and BART's HVD tickets.


The table below shows the availability of these alternatives on Clipper and paper fare


media.


Individual BART plus ticket users take different combinations of numbers of trips on


BART and bus. Actual data for these trip combinations are not available because bus


operators do not record the number of bus trips made using BART Plus' Thus' the


comparisons of available altematives to BART Plus described in this report are based on
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actual BART Plus ridership on BART and actual ticket sales as representative of likely
BART Plus user tripmaking pattems.


Two scenarios were selected for analysis based on the most commonly purchased
denominations of BART Plus tickets, good for a two-week period:


. Scenario One: Altematives to a rider purchasing the $43 ticket with $15 in
BART value (6lVo of total purchases)


. Scenario Two: Altematives to a rider purchasing the $76 ticket with $50 in
BART value (l7vo of total purchases).


The next sections describe t}te results of analyzing the two scenarios.


@ig.,1@g assumes the BART Plus rider buys two $43 BART Plus tickets for the
month, which have a total of $30 in BART value. For analysis purposes, it is assumed t}re
rider uses this small amount of BART value to pay for $1.85 minimum fare trips, and
$1.85 is the value used to calculate costs for comparison purposes, as shown in the table
on page 17. This assumption is supported by BART ridership data, which shows that
about 45Vo of trips taken by BART riders using BART Plus are minimum fare trips.s A
matrix of all trips taken by entry and exit BART station for the month of September 2015
is provided in Appendix A.o


The $30 in BART value per month will pay for 16 one-way BART trips at 91.85 (or two
BART round-trips per week), which leaves $0.40 on each of the two tickets at the end of
the two-week period. The rider can choose either to leave the $0.40 on each ticket, or the
rider can use the last ride feature for one last trip per ticket, for a maximum of 18 trips per
month if the patron uses the last ride feature of both tickets. Because the rider has this
choice regarding the last ride feature, the scenario includes calculations based on the
rider's taking (a) 16 BART trips (or eight round-trips) per month or (b) l8 BART trips (or
nine round-trips) per month.


Under the East Bay Value Pass and HVD ticket option (Option A), the rider can take
unlimited bus rides, similar to the BART Plus ticket. Under the BART-to-bus transfer
discount option (Option B), the rider pays per bus ride. Option B assumes the rider takes
one bus round-trip to and from the BART station for each BART round-trip he takes. For
example, 16 BART trips per month, equal to eight BART round-trips, require eight bus
round-trips per month. However, Option B assumes these eight bus round-trips and an
additional 15 regular fare one-way bus trips, in order to better simulate the unlimited bus
rides BART Plus can offer.


The results of these analyses, as shown in the table on p age 17 , are the following:


5 It should be noted that the BART Ptus fare instrument is designed to benefit fiequent riders of both bus and
BART: however, the actual usage on BART reflects infieouent use (two round-trips per week) compared to
most BART riders. Apptoximately 72% of BART riders take BART three or more days per week, of whom
56% take BART five or more days per week, based on data fiom BART's 2014 Custome; satisfaction
Survev.
" BART Plus ridership is so small that reporting average weekday data (the most common time-period
BART uses to report trip data) is not possible, since most trips would be a fraction of a trip for each enny
and exit pair.
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Option A1. Using the East Bay Value Pass and HVD ticket option, the rider would
pay $1.75 or 2.0V0 more to take 16 BART trips, compared to the BART Plus option,
Option A2. The rider would pay $5.22 or 6.1Vo lo take 18 BART trips using the
East Bay Value Pass and HVD tickets.
Option 81. It would be cheaper in all cases to use the bus transfer discount and
HVD tickets option instead of BART Plus under the bus transfer discount and HVD
tickets option that includes 16 trips per month on BART, 8 round trips on bus with
discount, and 15 regular fare bus one-way trips. Savings range from 2.67o to 11.67o.


Option 82. Under the bus transfer discount and HVD tickets option to take l8 trips
per month on BART, 9 round trips on bus with discount, and 15 regular fare bus


one-way trips, it would be cheaper in the case of Union City and WestCAT to use


the bus transfer discount and HVD tickets option instead of BART Plus, with
savimgs of 2.77o and 4.4Vo respectively. For two operators, the bus transfer option
wottld cost 2.6Vo more, and for Tri Delta Transit, the cost differential would be


+5.ZVo.
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SCENARIO ONE


BART value on BART Plus tickets
Cost of 16 BARTtrips @ 51.85
Remainder on BART Plus ticket
Value of Last Ride feature, if rider uses it to take 2 last
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with Bus Transfer Discount, 15 Regular Fare One-Way Bus Trips:
County Connection @ 9g.OO RT, 52.00 Regular Fare


Tri Delta @ SS.ZS RT, 52.00 Regular Fare


Union City @ 52.50 RT, 52.00 Regular Fare


WestCAT @ $Z.zS RT, 51.75 Regular Fare


Wheels @ $g.OO RT, 52.00 Regular Fare


of 18 BART trips @ $1.85 Sss.so
to rider of 533.30 with 5.25% high vatue discount


Total Cost of 18 $1.85 BART Trips with HVD, 9 Bus Round Trips (RTs)


with Bus Transfer Discount, 15 Regular Fare One-Way Bus Trips:
County Connection @ $9.00 RT, Sz.q, Regular Fare


Tri Delta @ s3.zs RT, s2.00 Regular Fare


Union City @ $2.50 RT, $2.00 Regular Fare


WestCAT @ SZ.ZS RT, 51.75 Regular Fare
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Scenario Two assumes the BART Plus rider buys two $76 BART Plus tickets for the


month, which have a total of $100 in BART value. The estimated average fare riders pay


using the ticket with higher BART value is $5.00. The $100 in BART value per month


will pay for 20 one-way $5.00 BART trips (or five round-trips over two weeks), which
leaves no remaining value on either of the two tickets at the end of the two-week period,


and so the last ride feature is not used.


The results for Scenario Two, as shown in the table below, are the following:
. Option A. Using the East Bay Value Pass and HVD ticket option, the rider would pay


l.2Vo more. or $1.75 per month, than if the rider used BART Plus.


. Option B. Using the bus transfer discount and HVD tickets option (20 BART trips,


l0 bus round-trips at a discount, and 15 one-way regular fare bus trips), the rider


would pay less on Union City Transit and WestCAT (-2.l%a arrd -3.0Vo respectively,


and pay more on the other three operators, ranging from +l.2Vo to +2.8Vo.


SCENARIO TWO


Difference from
BART Plus


As the actual combined BART and bus tripmaking patterns of the BART riders who use


the BART plus ticket to take approximately 30 trips on an average weekday are not


available, the results for each of there riders could be more or less favorable than the
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examples presented here. However, the Circular's requirement regarding altematives
provides for latitude, from the stricter requirement to "avoid" through to the less strict
direction to "minimize" the effects of the fare change. This report finds that the assumed
disproportionate impacts are not adverse because existing fare products offer better or
similar fares and fare media as BART Plus.7


The following information supports a conclusion that ending the program is justified:
o BART Plus participant bus operators will be Clipper-operational and the ticket


program from its inception was designed to end once the regional smart card
became available to riderss.


o The BART Plus ticket no longer serves its intended function as a regional joint bus
and BART fare product.


In FY15, about 9,200 out of almost 126 million BART trips were made using BART Plus,
or 0.OO77o of all BART trips. On an average weekday, approximately 30 BART Plus trips
are taken on BART, at a program administration cost of approximately $45,000 per year.
(As noted earlier, BART Plus trip count data are not available for bus trips, because
BART Plus is used as a flash pass on the bus operators.) In addition, l9%o of all BART
Plus tickets purchased in FYl5 were never used on BART. As the table on page 14


shows, of the remaining 80Vo of tickets sold, approximately 6l%o were $43 tickets, which
have the lowest BART loaded value ($15 for a two-week period). At BART's minimum
$1.85 fare, $15 pays for eight one-way trips over the two-week period, or two round-trips
per week.


The chart on the next page shows the decline over time in BART Plus trips: Almost 2.3
million trips were taken in FY03 but in FY15, as noted, that number had decreased to
about 9,200 trips. The tripmaking decline can be associated with the following events,
most notably the withdrawal of the most heavily traveled bus operators in the region:


o 2003: AC Transit withdraws from program
o 2004; Bus portion of ticket price increases from $14 to $24
o 2009: Bus portion of ticket price increases from $24 to $29
c 2OI3: San Francisco Muni, Dumbarton Express, SamTrans, and VTA become


Clipper-enabled and withdraw from program


Data supports that the BART Plus ticket is not being used for its intended purpose as a
regional joint BART and bus fare product.


7 
' Data is not available that indicates there is a BART Plus rider who uses both Union City Transit and one or more of the four bus


operators who accept the East Bay Value Pass (BART's Union City Station serves an average of one to two BART Plus trips per day).
If there is such a rider who takes Union City Transit and another bus operator, depending on their travel patterns, that rider 


"oum 
p"y


more than with BART Plus.
8 Four of the five BART Plus bus operators became Clipper-enabled effective November l, 2015, and the remaining operator, Union
City Transit, will be Clipper-enabled by summer 2016. BART's Union City Station serves an average of one to trvo SiRf plus trips
per day.
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3. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION


Consistent with BART's Public Participation Plan completed in May 2010 and revised in
July 2011, BART conducted outreach to inform the public and solicit feedback on ending


the BART Plus program. Multilingual outreach was conducted both to the general public


and also specifically to low income, minority and Limited English Proficient (LEP)


populations in the BART and bus service areas.


3.1 Process for Soliciting Public lnput
During September 2015, BART made available in English, Spanish, and Chinese, as well
as other languages upon request, information about the program termination, available


fare media altematives to BART Plus, as well as a survey for gathering rider comments


and demographic data. The survey was available online at bart.gov or in print. An
English version of the survey is provided in Appendix B.


Given that BART Plus riders represent justo.Ul7Vo of all daily BART riders, reaching


BART Plus riders was difficult and challenging. Staff worked with the participating bus


operators, canvas'sed bus riders in stations and analyzed actual BART Plus ridership trends


to reach as many riders as possible. The public was made aware of the public outreach


effort and survey through the following methods:
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A public notice in English, Spanish, and Chinese posted in the public notice holder
of the buses of BART Plus participants during the month of September 2015, a
copy of which is provided in Appendix B.
A public notice in English, Spanish, and Chinese posted on the 61 BART ticket
vending machines at the 1 1 BART stations at which BART Plus bus operators
connect to BART, first posted at the beginning of September 2015 to remain in
place through December 2015, a copy of which is provided in Appendix C.


Online information and a link to the BART Plus survey in the Title VI section of
BART's website during the month of September 2015.
In-station outreach events at which the survey in English, Spanish, and Chinese
was handed out to BART Plus riders. Due to limited BART Plus ridership, staff
had to analyze time-of-day BART Plus trip-taking information from BART's
automated fare collection equipment to identify the stations and time periods
where BART Plus trips were most likely to be made.
o September 17 ,2015,5pm-6pm, Walnut Creek Station: Staff provided one


BART Plus rider with t}re survey and a retum self-addressed, stamped
envelope. This survey was not mailed back to BART.


o September 24, 2O15, 4:3}pm-5 :30pm, Dublin/Pleasanton Station: Staff
provided surveys to four riders, two of whom were BART Plus users. Two
riders completed the survey in-station, neither of whom was a current BART
Plus rider. Two riders took the survey with them to retum using the self-
addressed, stamped envelope provided, and both surveys were mailed back to
BART.


o September 30, 2015, 2:30pm-3:45pm, Concord Station: Staff canvassed the
station and the bus waiting area for BART Plus riders, but no BART Plus
riders were present to be surveyed.


BART station agents were notified of the public outreach and asked to encourage
BART Plus riders to complete the survey during the month of September 2015.
Surveys were also available at the customer service departments of BART and the
bus operators for mailing to customers requesting them during the month of
September 2015.
Presentations made to BART's Title VVEnvironmental Justice Advisory
Committee and Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Advisory Committees in May
and October 2015.


3.2 Survey Respondenl Demogrophics
Of the six surveys BART received, two surveys were from BART Plus riders. One
respondent identified as minority and non-low income, and the other respondent identified
as non-minority and non-low income. Appendix D provides a database of all survey
respondents and comments received.


3.3 Public Commenls
Two BART Plus riders submitted surveys with comments. One commenter who identified
as minority wrote that she hoped BART Plus would not be disconthued because BART
Plus is very convenient for people who ride BART and bus to work. The other
commenter, who identified as nonprotected, also noted that the BART Plus ticket was
very convenient as one card good on both BART and bus; the rest ofher comment
focused on her belief that in the absence of BART Plus, she would have to buy a non-
Clipper County Cormection commuter card. In addition to the two survey comments, one
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voice mail was left by a commenter who noted that BART Plus has been economical for
her to use for years. Rider education that will accompany the roll-out of Clipper on the
BART Plus bus operators should clear up commenter misunderstandings about
altematives available on Clipper, including discounted altematives. Appendix D provides
a database of survey respondents and comments received.


Input was provided by members of BART's Title Vl/Environmental Justice Advisory
Committee and Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Advisory Committee. BART formed
the two committees to ensure that the District is taking reasonable steps to incorporate
Title VI and Environmental Justice principles and the needs of LEP populations in
BART's transportation decisions. Committee members are appointed to represent the
needs and viewpoints of minority, low-income, and/or LEP populations and are active
participants in local community-based organizations that serve one or more of these
groups.


BART staff met with the Title VVEnvironmental Justice Advisory Committee on May 11,


2015, and the LEP Advisory Committee on May 19,2015. At the May meetings, staff
presented background on the BART Plus program and the process for undertaking Title
VI analysis and outreach for program termination. Members of both the Title
VVEnvironmental Justice Committee and the LEP Committee asked what options will be


available for BART Plus riders using Clipper. Staff responded that possible Clipper
replacements for the BART Plus ticket are the East Bay Value Pass (good on County
Connection, Tri Delta Transit, WestCAT, and Wheels) and the BART high-value discount


ticket, and that the Title VI report would include an altematives analysis, which is


presented in Section 2.


On October 20, 2015, a joint meeting of the two advisory committees was held at which
staff presented Title VI analysis preliminary findings. Committee members noted that the
preliminary findings supported terminating the BART Plus program, with one member


referring to the termination as "totally justified." While tlis one member acknowledged


and understood the reasons behind the termination of the progam, he felt that current


BART Plus ticket users should understand what their altematives are. ln addition,
members expressed concem that low-income riders and those with limited computer


access could have difficulty getting the benefits of the Clipper card discounts, especially
the Clipper BART high-value discount (HVD), which is an autoload product for which the
rider pays with either a credit card or a debit card. Committee members noted that low-
income riders may be less likely to have a credit or debit card. In response to the concem
about payment options for BART'S HVD tickets, staff has investigated how current


BART Plus riders are actually paying for their tickets and found that 49.5Vo are using a


credit card, 28.7Va pay with a debit card, and the remaining 21.87o use cash. Based on
how current BART Plus riders pay for their tickets, approximately 807o of riders will be


able to take advantage of the Clipper BART high-value discount. In addition, a computer
is not necessary to purchase the paper HVD ticket, which is sold at seven retail locations


and through the mail upon request. Cash-paying riders also will be able to use other


discounted fare media, i.e., East Bay Value Pass and BART-to-bus fare discount.
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4. EOUITY FINDINGS FOR DISCONTINUING BARI PLUS IICKET


This section provides equity findings for the fare change of discontinuing the BART Plus
ticket program. An equity finding is made after considering both the fare change analysis
results described in Section 2, as well as public comment received, as described in Section
J.


4.1 Minority Disporole lmpoct Finding
Data from BART's 2Ol2 Customer Satisfaction Survey show that 82.3Vo of the 14 BART
Plus rider survey respondents are minority, compared to 62.3Vo of all BART riders.
However, due to this extremely small sample size of BART Plus riders, the actual
percentage of BART Plus riders who are minority could vary dramatically from this
percentage. As such, whether or not the fare type change to BART Plus exceeds a
Disparate Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy threshold and thus would result in a
disparate impact cannot be determined based on t}re 2Ol2 data. As described in this
report's Section 3, Public Padcipation, BART conducted outreach to solicit input from
and gather additional demographic data on BART Plus riders; the result of this outreach
was six surveys received, two of which were from current BART Plus riders, one of
whom identified as minority and non-low income, and the other as nonprotected. In the
absence of sufficient survey data, this report assumes that the fare change would result in
a disproportionate impact on minority riders.


The assumed disproportionate impact, however, is not adverse because existing fare
products offer better or similar fares and fare media as BART Plus. Fare medium
altematives include the East Bay Value Pass, BART-to-bus fare discounts, and BART
6.25Vo high value discount tickets. These products are all available both as paper fare
media and on one regional smart card, Clipper, thus replicating BART Plus ticket
functionality as a single fare medium accepted on both buses and BART.


Regarding public comment, as noted in Section 3.3, public comment was solicited from
riders. One comment was received from a BART Plus rider who identified as minority
which noted that the rider hoped BART Plus would not be discontinued because of its
convenience in using bus and BART. The Title Vl/Environmental Justice Advisory
Committee and the Limited English Proficiency Advisory Committee did not have
comments on the fare change as it related to minority riders.


4.2 [o]v-lncome Dispropoilionote Burden Finding
The 2Ol2 Customer Satisfaction Survey included 11 surveyed BART riders using BART
Plus who reported income, and 27 .7 Vo of them are low-income, compared to 33.6Vo of all
BART riders. However, due to this extremely small sample size of BART Plus riders, the
actual percentage of BART Plus riders who are minority could vary dramatically from this
percentage. As such, whether or not the fare type change to BART Plus exceeds a
Disparate Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy threshold and thus would result in a
disproportionate burden cannot be determined based on the 2Ol2 data. As described in
this report's Section 3, Public Participation, BART conducted outreach to gather
additional demographic data on BART Plus riders, and two of the six surveys received
were from BART Plus riders, one of whom identified as minority and non-low income
and the other as non-minority and non-low income. In the absence of sufficient survey
data, this report assumes a finding of disproportionate impact on low-income riders.
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The assumed disproportionate impact, however, is not adverse because existing fare
products offer better or similar fares and fare media as BART Plus. Fare medium
altematives include the East Bay Value Pass, BART+o-bus fare discounts, and BART
6.25Vo high vahte discount tickets. These products are all available both as paper fare
media and on one regional smart card, Clipper, thus replicating BART Plus ticket
functionality as a single fare medium accepted on both buses and BART.


As noted in Section 3.3, public comment was solicited from riders, and one voice mail
was left by a commenter who noted that BART Plus has been economical for her to use


for years. At the meeting in May 2015, members of the Title VUEnvironmental Justice
Advisory Committee and the Limited English Proficiency Advisory Committee who also
represent BART's low-income riders asked about options available for BART Plus riders
using Clipper, and these altematives are described in Section 2 of this report. On October
20,2015, at a joint meeting of the two advisory committees, committee members noted
that the preliminary findings supported terminating the BART Plus program, with one


member referring to the termination as "totally justified." While this one member
acknowledged and understood the reasons behind the termination of the program, he felt
rhat current BART Plus ticket users should understand what their altematives are. ln
addition, members expressed concem that low-income BART Plus riders and those with
limited computer access could have difficulty getting the benefits of the Clipper card


discounts, especially the Clipper BART high-value discount, which is an autoload product
for which the rider pays with either a credit card or a debit card. Committee members


noted that low-income riders may be less likely to have a credit or debit card.


In response to the advisory committees' concems about BART Plus riders paying for the
HVD ticket with either a credit card or a debit card, staff has investigated the method by
which current BART Plus riders purchase their BART Plus tickets. Actual data to date for
2015 show that 78.27o of BART Plus riders use either a credit card (49.5Vo) or debit card
(28.7Va) to purchase their BART Plus tickets, with the remairir,g 2l.8%o using cash, as


shown in the table below:


Payment Method Used to Purchase BART Plus Tickets


Credit Card 589 49.5%


Debit Card 347 28.7%


Cash 260 2t.8%
Total 1190 L(n.O%


Based on how current BART Plus riders pay for their tickets, approximately 807o of riders
will be able to take advantage of the Clipper BART high-value discount. In addition, a


computer is not necessary to purchase the paper HVD ticket, which is sold at seven retail
locations and through the mail upon request. Cash-paying riders also will be able to use


other discounted fare media, i.e., East Bay Value Pass and BART-to-bus fare discount.


Additionally, in response to advisory committee members' comments, BART
recommends to the bus operators that during Clipper card roll-out on their systems and


before the BART Plus ticket is discontinued, that they provide information on fare media


altematives to BART Plus to their BART Plus riders and offer Clipper cards to them.


BART Plus notices will also remain posted through December 2015 on 6l BART ticket
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vending machines that sell BART Plus tickets, and these notices include information on
existing fare media altematives to BART Plus as well as an e-mail address and phone
number that riders can use to contact BART with any questions.


4.3 Equity Finding Conclusion
The equity finding of this report assumes that the fare change will disproportionately
impact minodty and low-income riders. However, the disproportionate impacts are not
adverse because existing fare products offer better or similar fares and fare media as


BART Plus. Therefore, the report concludes that the termination will not result in a
disparate impact or disproportionate burden on minority riders or low-income riders,
respectively.
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APPENDIX A. For lhe Month of September 2015: BART Plus Trips token on BART
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APPENDIX B. BART PLUS SURVEY
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APPENDIX C. PUBTIC NOTICE POSTED IN BUSES
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APPENDIX E. SURVEY RESPONDENT AND COMMENTS DATABASE


BART Plus
Rider?


Survey
Melhod Minority?


Low-
lncome? Commenls


Yes Paper No No I'll miss its convenience-one
card for both BART and bus.
Now I'll have to purchase a


separate County Connection
Commuter Card because
Clipper doesn't have that. Also,
the Commuter Card is not
unlimited rides like with BART
Plus.


Yes Paper Yes No Hope you don't discontinue
because for people who ride
BART and bus it is very
convenient and easier to get
back and forth to work.


Yes Rider did not
complete a


survey, but
left a voice


mail


Unknown Unknown The caller asked why BART
Plus was being eliminated
because it has been economical
for her to use for years (BART
staff was unable to respond to
the caller, because she did not
leave a name or call back
number).


No Online No No BART Plus was a great


convenience in its day. Would
be great to have Clipper
incorporate one pass that is
good on all of the transit
agencies like BART Plus did in
the beeinnine.


No Online No Yes No comment provided.


No Paper Yes No Keep BART Plus. It allowed
me to have a bus pass and
BART fare. Respondent
identified as not having used
BART Plus for over a year.


No Paper Yes No No comment provided.
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT


MEMORANDUM


TO: Board of Directors DATE: November 25, 2015


FROM: Director, District 7


SUBJECT: Inclusionary Housing Policy


In February 2013, I introduced a Roll Call for Introduction (RCI) item (Control #12-682) rhat
requested a "Board agenda topic to discuss an inclusionary [housing] policy for development at


and ad.iacent to BART Stations." To close out this RCl, I will introduce at the December 3, 2015
Board of Directors meeting a policy recommendation on affordable housing for the Board of
Directors' consideration in adopting.


Backsround
On April 24, 2015, staff produced a report that summarized what peer agencies across the


country do to facilitate affordable housing on property developments at their rail stations;
BART's existing practices, including its current and planned developments at its stations and the


share of the residential units at those developments that are affordable; and stafls opinion on


establishing an inclusionary housing policy for developments at BART Stations. In the


conclusion of their report, staff suggest that different market conditions can make affordable
housing more or less attainable, so setting affordable housing requirements "may render


development [in some areas] infeasible." They, therefore, recommend that "an approach to
affordable housing that is more nuanced [than a percent set-aside] can help BART balance its


many goals with respect to increasing ridership, revenue, transit-oriented development on and off
BART property, and supporting community revitalization." The report is attached to this memo


for your reference.


Discussion
The Bay Area region has an affordable housing crisis and longtime residents are being displaced


or having to move to locations very distant from their workplace to afford housing expenses.


The region clearly needs more affordable housing and some interests feel BART, as a regional


agency, has a responsibility to ensure affordable housing within its development portfolio.


what is more pertinent to BART is the correlation between income level and transit usage.


Numerous studies demonstrate that lower income individuals, particularly those who are transit-


dependent, who live near transit are many times more likely to make use of the transit services


for both commute and non-commute trips than other income levels. While middle- and upper-


income persons may make use ofthe transit option(s) for commute travel, studies show that they


are less likely to make use of the transit for non-commute purposes. Therefore, by having an


inclusionary housing policy for developments at our stations, we'll be able to house populations


that witl generate more ridership for BART while simultaneously giving them greater access to


transportation that they may not otherwise have for their travel needs.







Other Considerations
While BART can establish requirements for developments on its properties, localities (i.e., cities
and counties) have final say on any zoning standards for any property within their jurisdiction,
including whether and how a property development will meet the locality's affordable housing
allocation requirements. Hence, if a locality's policies are not consistent with an inclusionary
policy BART has for developments, the development would not be able to progress without
either a zoning exception by the locality or inclusionary policy exception by BART.


In addition, per the report provided by stafl, there may be some instances where market or other
conditions do not allow for an affordable housing requirement to be achievable by a developer.


Proposal
Based on precedent set in 2014 with Assembly Bill 2135 (AB 2135) and my discussions with
affordable housing developers and stakeholders, it is my belief that a 2070 set-aside requirement
would be an appropriate target for affordable housing in developments at BART stations.
Considering this and the aforementioned factors, I propose the following motion be adopted by
the BART Board of Directors:


"It shall be the policy of the District that, to the extent not prohibited by law, the District include
a provision in any Request for Qualifications (RFQ) or Request for Proposals (RFP) relating to
proposed development projects at BART stations that, to the extent possible, 20o% of ony
proposed housing units shall be allocated for affordable housing, and if the party submitting the
RFQ or RFP determines that goal is not possible, that party shall provide a statement why the
goal cannot be attained. On a project-by-project basis, the General Manager or his/her
designee may request an exception to this Policy if stalf determines it is inappropriate or
improper for a specific project. This Policy, or the exception thereto, shall be considered in any
Project specific discussions. "


Zakhary Malleft


cc: Board Appointed Officers
Chief Planning and Development Officer
Deputy General Manager
Executive Staff
Department Manager, Real Estate and Property Development


Enclosure







Affordable Housing at BART Stations


BART Planning, Development & Construction
April24,2015







Introduction


The Board has requested a discussion on an inclusionary policy requiring a share of
affordable housing development at and adjacent to BART stations. However, this report will
only discuss such a policy for BART land as part ofthe District's TOD program. The District
does not have the authority to introduce an inclusionary housing policy on land not owned by
the District.


This report defines affordable housing, provides background on the District's transit-oriented
development (TOD) policies and program, provides context on the current housing market
and need for additional housing, both market rate and affordable, within the Bay Area,
describes how other transit agencies in the United States are addressing the need for
affordable housing, and provides a number of implications for the BART Board of Directors
to consider.


Affordable Housing Definitions and State Policies


The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) defines affordable housing
as "housing for which the occupant(s) is/are paying no more than 30 percent of his or her
income for gross housing costs, including utilities."l Affordability levels for subsidized units
qualify in one of four categories - "Moderate, Low, Very Low, or Extremely Low" - based
on the share of regional median income or Area Median Income (AMI) defined by the State
Housing and Community Development department (HCD) for various household sizes.
Households living in Affordable Housing must fall below these income limits, and housing
prices are set at 30% of these limits. Table I below provides data for a family of four within
each o[ the lour counties serued by BART.'


Table 1: 201 5 Income Requirements for a Family of Four to Qualify for Affordable Housing
Area Median Extremely Low Very Low Moderate


Income (AMl) - Income (3CFlo Income (5flo Low lncome lncome (l2y/o


A lameda


Contra Costa


San Francisco


San Mateo


4 Person


s93,500


$93,500


$r 03,000


$ 103,000


AMI) AMD (8trlo AMr) AMr)
s28,050 M6,750 $7r,600 $t l22oo
$28,050 $46,750 571,600 $112200


$3s,r50 $s8,600 $93,850 $123,600


$35,150 $58.600 $93,850 $123,600


The Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) is a state-mandated process to identify the
total future number of housing units by affordability level that each jurisdiction must
accommodate in its Housing Element. The California Department of Housing and
Community Development (HCD) identifies the total housing need for the San Francisco Bay
Area for an eight-year period. As directed by SB375 (and other laws), the Association ofBay
Area Governments (ABAG) distributes this forecasted need to local governments in a way
that is consistent with the development pattern included in the Sustainable Communities


http://www.huduser.org/portal/glossary/glossary_a.html
http://www.hcd.ca.eov/hpd/hrc/rep/state/incNote.html - effective April 20l5
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Strategy (SCS) known as Plon Bay Area. Jurisdictions are required to update Housing
Elements to show how they plan to accommodate their portion ofthe region's housing need.'
For the eighryear period of 2014-2022, the final RHNA by county is depicted in Table 2
below. The table indicates the amount of additional affordable and market-rate housing
needed in each county over the 2014-2022 time period. Of the additional housing needs,


roughly 57 percent fall in to the affordable category, reflecting the strong need for additional
affordable housing in the Bay Area.


Table 2: Plan Bay Area - Regional Housing Needs Allocation


Regional Housing Need Allocation (2014-2022)t


Percent


Total Affordable (up


b r20%)
44,036 56%


20,630 s7%


28,869 s7%


16,418 60%


Verv Low Lowcount, o-sovo 51-80%


Above
Moderate


Modpratp87'l2o% 
r2oyo +


7,924 19,5969,972 6,604Alameda


Contra Costa


San Francisco


San Mateo
Totals


s,264 3,086 3,496 A,784


6,234 4,639 5,460 72,536


4.s9s 2,507 2,830 5,486


26,005 79,7 t0 47,402 109,953


* httpr//www.abag.ca.gov/planninS/housingneeds/pdfs/Flnal%20RHNA%20(2014-2022) pdf


Overview of "Inclusionary Zoning"


Producing affordable housing in what is often the most expensive housing market in the


nation obviously takes substantial financial resources. In the Bay Area, affordable housing is


primarily produced by two sectors: non-profit housing developers who build subsidized units


through a complex layering of local, state, and federal grant and loan sources; and market-
rate developers operating in accordance with the inclusionary housing requirements of local
jurisdictions.


Affordable Housing Through Grants and Other Subsidies


Non-profit and other affordable housing developers often cobble together a wide variety of
sources of funding and financing to build affordable housing. It is not uncommon for
subsidized affordable housing to pull together l0-20 different sources of funds. The most


common source of funds is the Low Income Housing Tax credit, which is a federal funding


source allocated by the state through an extremely competitive process. Up until recently, the


second most common source of funds in California was the Redevelopment affordable


housing set aside. Redevelopment agencies in california were dissolved in February 2012 as


part of the Governor's remedy to the state's $25.4 billion budget shortfall in 2010. As a


iesult, the second lorgest funding source for affordable housing disappeored practically


overnight. This reduction of funds has seriously affected the ability to build and maintain


affordable housing.


http://www.abag.ca. gov/planning/housingneeds/index.html
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Not only is the ability to secure available funds extremely competitive, many of the
opportunities to apply for the funds are annual only, creating schedule delays and
uncertainties for projects requiring an affordable component. lfan applicant does not receive
the funding it needs for that year, the project could die right then, or be delayed for years


until funding is awarded to the project.


Affordable Housing Through Inclusionary Requirements or In-Lieu Fees


lnclusionary affordable housing programs are generally dependent on a strong housing
market. Inclusionary housing programs require market rate developers to include a minimum
percentage of income-restricted units as a requirement to build. The provision of affordable
housing within a project would reduce the number of for-profit units and the associated
retum on investment. In some jurisdictions (e.g., Walnut Creek), the developer can opt to pay
an Affordable Housing Impact Fee to the City rather than include affordable units in their
project. Payment of an in-lieu fee versus providing affordable units in a project is normally
reviewed by developers to assess the financial impact on their construction and operation of a
residential project. Developers will normally select the option that maximizes their retum on
investment. The District would need to be considerate of this type of local policy; stipulating
an inclusionary percentage for BART property in jurisdictions where an in-lieu fee is
acceptable could result in the District's approach being in conflict with a local jurisdiction's
policy.


For market-rate residential and commercial projects, both investors and developers
commonly share the goal of profit maximization. For affordable housing deals, the targeted
lower-income households reduce or eliminate opportunities for the same level of profit as in
a market-rate project. The reduced ability to earn a profit has several implications in that
investors who are purely yield-driven are less likely to participate in this market and the deals
are likely to be much more complicated.


The ability for local jurisdictions in Califomia to implement inclusionary zoning
requirements for rental units was hampered in 2009 through a state appellate court ruling in
Palmer vs. Los Angeles. The case found that requiring developers to maintain income-
restricted rental units through zoning mechanisms amounted to rent control on new
development, and violated the Costa-Hawkins Rental Housing Act (1995). As a result most
jurisdictions now can only zone to require affordable units in ownership housing
developments,a or collect an in-lieu fee for affordable housing. Affordabte housing advocatei
and cities are conducting ongoing work to pass state legislation that would modify Costa-
Hawkins. lf BART were to consider an inclusionary requirement, further research would be
needed on the potential application of the Palmer case to this policy.


4 The ability to require affordable units in ownership residential projects is the subject ofa pending court
case, Building Industry Association vs. City ofSan Jose.
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The Growing Link Between Transit and Affordable Housing in California


There has been a growing body of work in the past several years on the relationship between


transit and affordable housing, with the terms "equitable TOD" and "MixedJncome TOD"
commonly used to indicate inclusion ofaffordable housing development in areas near transit.


This field has emerged in part as a response to the growing understanding that residents will
place a price premium on living in transit rich areas, and in some cases this has caused a


reduction in affordability and concem about existing residents getting "priced out" of the


most transit-rich, accessible areas.


The transit, housing, and development communities are seeking ways to develop new tools to
respond to this issue, and California has been one of the leading states for innovation in this
field. For example:


c State Proposition 1C funded affordable housing projects in location efficient areas,


including near high quality transit stops. Now entering its fourth and final round,


Proposition lC has partially funded a number of affordable housing developments on


BART property, inctuding development at MacArthur, Fruitvale, South Hayward and


San Leandro BART stations.


The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC's) investment in the Transit-
Oriented A/fordoble Housing Fund (TOAH Fund) was the first time that a


Metropolitan Planning Organization reinforced that the affordable housing crisis and
jobs-housing mismatch was indeed a transportation-related issue, and new sources of
financing were needed to help affordable housing developers close financing gaps


associated with price premiums near transit and with the longer holding periods often
associated with complex infill development. As of 2014, four projects have been


allocated a combined $15.9 million from the $50 million TOAH Fund resulting in
over 500 residential units with 78% affordable.


20%o of Califomia's Cap and Trade Auction Proceeds are allocated to an Affordable


Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) Program, designed to explicitly
encourage affordable housing near transit. The guidelines for this program are clearly


linked to increasing the amount of affordable housing near transit as a way to
implement the regions' sustainable communities strategies and reducing greenhouse


gas emissions (GHG). The TOD aspect of this program requires affordable housing


developments to be coupled with transportation improvements that reduce emissions.


Again, this program is an acknowledgement of the strong relationship between


transportation/GHG and the need for affordable housing. BART was a joint applicant


with five affordable housing projects in the first round of the notice of funding


availability.


As discussed above, the Sustainable Communities Strategies mandated under SB375


and AB32 -to reduce GHG from cars and light trucks through combined regional


transportation and land use plans - establish new targets for affordable housing in


indivldual communities. Each region approached its SCS differently; in the Bay Area,







Plon Bay lrea established higher goals for affordable housing in areas near transit
and rich in jobs. Further, over 70 percent of new growth is forecasted to occur in
existing urbanized areas near transit known as "Priority Development Areas" (PDAs).
To support cities accommodating a higher share of growth, transportation and other
infrastructure and planning funds are also being focused in cities with PDAs. Again,
Plan Bay Area and the SCS process in general reflects the growing relationship and
blurred line between transportation, land use, and affordable housing policy.


BART's activities as related to affordable housing should reflect on regional and statewide
tools and the body of work on "equitable TOD" or "mixed-income TOD." In other words,
any affordable housing policy BART might adopt should be integrated with BART's TOD
and land use related activities, rather than in isolation as a "layered-on" policy. In
considering the role that BART should play in supporting affordable housing in the Bay
Area, BART staff therefore evaluated national transit agencies experiences with inclusionary
requirements, as well as the ways in which BART's current TOD and land use policies and


actions support the State and Regional policies described above.


Su rvey of Affordable Housing Guidelines of Major U.S. Transit Agencies


Staff researched other major transit agencies within the country to determine if those
agencies have included affordable housing, also known as inclusionary housing, criteria
within their TOD programs, and if so, how they are being implemented. The results of this
survey are summarized in Appendix A.


Of the ten transit agencies surveyed with respect to policy inclusion of affordable housing,
two - the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA), has an inclusionary
policy. In April 2015, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LA
Metro) Board considered Stafl s recommendation to pursue a different type of strategy to
support affordable housing, including:r


o Establishing a 307o systemwide affordability target that could be achieved across
multiple sites;


o Setting up a public-private fund similar to the Bay Area's Transit Oriented Affordable
Housing Fund to help finance affordable housing projects;6


. Discounting ground leases for affordable housing projects on LA Metro property by
up to 30% off market rates.


The LA Metro Board will take action on this item at a future date.


5 For more information on ths Staff Report and Board Discussion, see
http://la.stroetsblog.or920l5/04/02lmetro-takes-another-step-forward-in-effort-to-build-and-preserve-
affordable-housine-at-transit-hubs/6 It is imponanl to keep in mind that Los Angeles Metro is both a transit agency and a congestion
management agency, that allocates STP and CMAQ funds for the County. Thus it partially serves a role that
MTC serves in the Bay Area in allocating regional transportalion funds.







All other transit agencies pursue development on their land, including affordable housing, in
keeping with local land use jurisdictions' affordable housing policies. There are several
reasons that other agencies may not have adopted a systemwide inclusionary policy, some of
which are shared by BART:


. Variable Market Strength. Inclusionary policies best work in locations with
consistently strong real estate markets, where developers will be able to make
projects financially viable and still accommodate a minimum share of income
restricted units. However the regional nature of BART is not amenable to this model;
some cities will have strong enough markets to accommodate an inclusionary
requirement while development would be rendered infeasible by such a requirement
in other cities. Therefore a systemwide policy would be too blunt ofan instrument to
result in successful high density, affordable TOD at all stations.


c Ridership Targets. For most agencies, the primary goals in utilizing land is to
enhance transit ridership and generate non-farebox revenue. In the case of joint
development the focus would therefore be on encouraging development that will
generate the greatest ridership and revenue. However to the extent that systemwide
policies or requirements render development infeasible, riders would ultimately be


lost because development could not occur and revenue would not be realized.


. Locol Politics. As with BART. other agencies strive to maintain constructive
relationships with padner local jurisdictions. In some cases, jurisdictions may not be


supportive of affordable housing developments and therefore may not approve the
projects. lf an agency has an inclusionary policy in place, and requires affordable
housing regardless of community approval, no project will be built until the


community is supportive.


Despite these challenges, other agencies do pursue activities in support of affordable housing.


Some agencies, including BART, have a higher share of affordable housing production


through these activities than they might otherwise achieve with an inclusionary requirement


alone. These activities include:


. Strong partnerships with cities. Ongoing work with cities to help them achieve their
affordable housing targets, by establishing requests for proposals for joint
development that set city goals.


. Strong partnerships with affordable housing developers. Ongoing relationships with
developers who specialize in securing affordable housing finance resources such as


Low Income Housing Tax Credits.


. Proactive Work to Secure State and Federal Resources for projects. Subsidized


affordable housing development is usually financed through a combination of many


sources of funding, at both the state and federal scales. Those agencies that have been


most successful in linking affordable housing and transit - such as Massachusetts Bay


Transit Authority (MBTA) and King County transit in the Seattle Area - are


embedded in a different level of govemment (state and county, respectively, in the
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above examples) or work closely with a different level of govemment to secure these


types of resources for their projects. With growing interest at the state and regional
levels in ensuring affordable housing is located near transit, these types of
opportunities may be growing for BART, even as the overall pool of funds available
for affordable housing has plummeted significantly in the state of California.


c Bay Area Collaborative Approach to Pursuing TOD. Recently, a number of
organizations have established a TOD implementation working group to develop
innovative cross-sector strategies to encourage development that supports the
implementation of Plan Bay Area. Organizations currently involved in the effort
include MTC, the Bay Area Regional Collaborative (coordinates the planning efforts
of MTC, ABAG, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, and Bay Conservation
and Development Commission), BART, TransForm, Enterprise Community Partners,
the Low lncome Investment Fund, and the Great Communities Collaborative
(represented by the San Francisco Foundation). One of the initial activities ol the
Collaborative - in recognition that affordable housing within the Bay Area is clearly
needed and that the aforementioned Affordable Housing and Sustainable
Communities Program funded by 20o/o of California's Cap and Trade Auction
Proceeds - is to identify and work with communities that want to pursue affordable
housing. The intent is to examine development opportunities within one-half mile of
transit stations to enable affordable housing currently supported by the real estate
market to be implemented while still protecting land within the half-mile radius of
transit stations for greater density development.


Current BART TOD Activities


TOD Policy


The District's TOD Policy (see Appendix B) was adopted in 2005 and includes the following
goals:


A. Increase transit ridership and enhance quality of tife at and around BART
stations by encouraging and supporting high quality transit-oriented
development within walking distance of BART stations.


B. Increase transit-oriented development projects on and off BART property
through creative planning and development partnerships with Iocal
communities.


C. Enhance the stability of BART's financial base through the value capture
strategies of transit-oriented development.


D. Reduce the access mode share ofthe automobile by enhancing multi-modal


Of particular note are the following strategies that would have a bearing upon the
applicability of an affordable housing inclusionary policy:
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Form sustainable partnerships with local jurisdictions, other transit and regional
agencies, and the private sector to implement development plans on and off
District property. [Process Strategy]


In concert with local jurisdictions, employ community involvement techniques
that reflect where communities are in the planning and development continuum.


IProcess Strategy]


o Evaluate the financial performance of proposed projects based on sound
financial parameters and the ability to generate transit ridership, fare revenue,
lease payments, parking revenues, grant resources, other financial participation,
and/or cost savings. Consider the opportunity cost to the District of delaying
development opportunities. IFinancial Strategy]


BART's current TOD program consists of projects completed, approved (in various phases


of implementation), and in negotiations. Table 3 below presents data on projects in the
approved and completed categories. Total development consists of 547,000 square feet of
office, 144,590 square feet of retail, and 2,339 residential units, of which 30Yo, are affordable
units.


Table 3: Summary of Development on BART Property to Date
Product


Status


Completed


Station


Castro Valley
Fruitvale


Pleasant Hill
Ashby


Off ice
(sf)


27,O@


80,000


1.07,000


430,OOO


5,OOO


5,OOO


44O,ffiO


Retai I


(sf)


37,O@


35,590


72,59O


18,500


10,ooo


42,500


1,OOO


72,Offi


Housing Affordable
(units) Percentage


Approved Walnut Creek
West Dubl i n/Pleasanton


MacArthur
San Leandro - |


South Hayward - |


96


47


422


o


s65


596


o


624
2@
354


L,774


LOO%


L9%


20%


o%


33%


10%


o%


L7%


t@%
43%


29%


Other Relevant Policies


In addition to the 2005 TOD Policy, there are a number of additional policies and activities


that will have financial implications on development on BART land that warrant


consideration while addressing the inclusionary housing topic:


1. Payment of prevailing wage for construction on BART property
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The replacement of some or all of BART parking displaced by development after
undertaking a comprehensive access study
Property disposition through ground leasing of BART land rather than sale


Execution of a Project Stabilization Agreement
General requirements for developers to build with a transit-supportive design,
including an integrated street grid that supports pedestrian activity, and locates
parking in less visible locations to create a transit-oriented environment, including the
provision of placemaking elements (e.g., paseos, public squares) which cost money to
build and maintain and do not generally generate income for the developer.
BART's Portfolio Review (underway) will set a more effective investment strategy to
maximize densities and financial return on BART property based on current and
forecasted market characteristics.


The first four of these policies establish other requirements for developers partnering with
BART on development, and render BART development already more challenging or
complicated than development on adjacent properties. They require ongoing evaluation ofthe
financial implications of developer requirements, as described in the case of Lake Merritt,
below.


The final item - the portfolio analysis - is examining the District's real property to prioritize
BART sites in terms of potential for residential development (multifamily rental products)
and commercial office development, with an emphasis on determining whether high-rise
development is likely to be viable now or in the future. At issue is how the District can
achieve optimal use of its land assets with consideration of real estate value and ridership
from new development as well as the potential timing ofdifferent types ofdevelopment. One
of the key questions being addressed by the analysis is whether the District's financial and
operational performance is optimized by allowing lower density development to proceed in
the near-term (i.e., build to market), or by waiting for a certain period of time for economic
and other conditions to improve such that higher density development may be achieved (i.e.,
build to a vision). The inclusion of an affordable housing requirement on the District's
development activities has not been taken into account in the Portfolio Review, but would
have a material impact on the analysis.


BART's Current Experience with Affordable Housing


Planning for affordable housing at and around BART stations is govemed by the local land
use jurisdiction's station area planning activity, which takes into consideration the local
jurisdiction's land use goals and objectives, community concems! and the transit agency's
goals and objectives. BART staff work closely with the cities to both support station area
planning efforts, and to develop requirements for development that most closely meet the
vision ofstation area plans and BART's own objectives.


For the District, the increased costs related to affordable housing usually mean a reduction in
the revenue the District can expect from a TOD ground lease on its real property.
Developers will often make an offer on real property using a land residual approach. This
approach, in basic terms, calculates land value by first estimating net income earned by a
property and then subtracting costs attributed to the improvements, leaving a residual value
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attributable to the land. The reduced income from the affordable units in a TOD project is


taken out of the land value, thereby reducing the value the District can expect from its real
prop€rty. This reduction in value due to the reduction in income from affordable units may
be considered a gift ofpublic funds, or at the very least, a subsidy by the District.


The District's Lake Merritt property can provide an illustration of this dynamic recognizing
that the cost to construct an affordable housing unit commonly exceeds unit value, given
income-restricted rents and sale prices. Appendix C contains a Lake Merritt Station Area
Plan - Community Benefit Cost Review (2118114) prepared for BART by Economic &
Systems Planning (EPS). The Lake Merritt BART site is estimated to support up to 413 units
in low-rise construction or 960 units in high-rise construction. At this density of
development, BART's property might support between 60 and 150 affordable units,
assuming I 5 percent of the total residential units on the site (if fully built as residential rather
than office space). The subsidy to produce these units is estimated at $14 million to $35
million, assuming the units are priced for households with income that is 80 percent of Area
Median Income. BART's property value may be reduced by these amounts, compared to
what might otherwise be achievable if the full program could be built for market-rate
housing. Comparing this reduction to the overall $12.2 million estimated value of BART's
land based on recent transactions, it is likely that the affordable housing subsidy required to
supply l5 percent of the units for low income households would eliminate the underlying
land value of the BART property.


Recommendations


The challenge of adopting any wholesale policy with respect to real estate development
across the BART district is that it will apply in all markets, whether weak or strong. In some


areas, the market can absorb these additional requirements and development will be built
anyway. In other areas, requirements may render development infeasible.


BART already has a number of requirements on its properties as outlined above, from
replacement parking to prevailing wage. Any policy requires an evaluation of the tradeoffs
involved: is the end objective worth potentially losing out on some development projects that
would become too complex, or on BART's ground lease revenue being reduced?


Given the variety of communities with BART stations, an approach to affordable housing


that is more nuanced can help BART balance its many goals with respect to increasing


ridership, revenue, transit-oriented development on and off BART property, and supporting


community revitalization. BART's overall practice to date with respect to affordable housing


- and transit-oriented development as a whole - relies on understanding the unique


conditions in any community. BART's current TOD Policy reinforces the mandate for BART
staff to work closely with individual communities and partner with communities and others


as needed to best achieve TOD.


However, BART staff are engaged in a number of activities to help ensure that the District is


pursuing transit-oriented development as proactively as possible, and affordable housing


could be considered in a similarly nuanced, but proactive way. The Real Estate Portfolio
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Review is the first step in creating a strategic framework for the development of BART
property that is informed by unique market conditions. Affordable housing could be


inte$ated into this framework, and staff could set targets in concert with local jurisdictions
for affordable housing at station areas with strong markets, with more limited targets in
moderate to weak markets requiring more ofa catalyst for TOD to occur in general.


If the Board desires to establish a deeper commitment to affordable housing, it should
consider the complex layering of policies already in place and their implications for
development. A commitment to the implementation of Plan Bay Area - as an augmentation
and reinforcement of the current TOD Policy - may be a more appropriate approach. This
would be particularly appropriate since Plan Boy Area shares many of BART's goals


including shifting Bay Area residents and workers to transit, increasing densities near BART
stations, and accommodating residents of all incomes in housing.


In cooperation with the local land use jurisdictions, BART can provide diversified housing in
their TOD projects by setting reasonable affordable housing goals that developers can
finance and entitle without undue delays, and still meet the community's housing needs. The
District can accomplish this objective on a case-by-case basis by addressing the topic when
the Board considers authorizing development solicitations for BART property. In some cases


the District's objective would be for office development rather than housing removing the
need for an inclusionary objective.


It is important when considering inclusionary housing restrictions to not price out the market,
which varies by sub-market, and could have the negative impact ofnot allowing any units to
be built. It is also worth considering the land value impacts to the District to the extent that
the affordable units require subsidy. It is the District's responsibility to maximize the
benefits it provides to the region, and its real estate is a strategic financial asset that is an


important part of this tradeoff.
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APPENDIX A: Summary of Transit Agency Affordable Housing Policies


1. Denver Regional Transportation District (RTD)


Where the sale or lease of RTD land is being anticipated for residential uses, affordable
housing requirements will be defined by the local govemment with jurisdiction over any
proposed development and may include rental or for-sale housing that is deed-restricted to
maintain long-term affordability for a range of households with varying incomes. Prior to
issuance of a Request for Proposals (RFP) or entering into negotiations for a land transaction
involving potential residential uses, RTD and the local govemmental entity will collaborate
to evaluate the subject parcel for a potential affordability goal. The developer of TOD is


responsible for the actual building and financing ofthe affordable housing.


During the recent housing recession, RTD found it difficult to attract developers able to
finance such requirements; however, as the economy improves, they are finding more


developers responding to the RFPs. RTD did specifically note that its business is not
affordable housing, but it will support it if required by the local jurisdictions.


2. Los Angeles County Municipal Transportation Authority (LA Metro)


LA Metro's TOD policy evaluates the affordability levels of each joint development project
on a case-by-case basis. It requires developers to comply with local jurisdiction' policies
which often balance the size ofthe project, community concems, the specific site and other
factors when making a decision. Roughly 25Yo of LA Metro housing units have been


affordable, many of these as part of larger joint development projects in partnership with the


Cities of Los Angeles or Pasadena that have a fairly robust affordable housing requirement


and have had involvement from local redevelopment authorities (now dissolved).


Presently LA Metro is considering further actions to support housing affordability in Los


Angeles county, including establishing a systemwide 30% affordability target, discounting
agency owned land by up to 30% for affordable housing projects, and establishing a fund
similar to the Transit Oriented Affordable Housing Fund (TOAH Fund) in the Bay Area.


3. Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA)


The MBTA has a TOD program that includes a high quatity mix of uses and meets state


public policy goals for sustainable development and TOD, while generating economic
development. Like RTD, where the sale or lease of MBTA land is being anticipated for
residential uses, affordable housing is defined by local governments with jurisdiction over
any proposed development. At times creative financing for these projects can take the form
oftaking back mortgages on MBTA-owned land that allow land takedowns in phases.


4. Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) and Chicago Commuter Rail Authority (Metra)


Both CTA and Metra have limited vacant land available, as some of both Authorities'
stations are owned and operated by municipalities or master tenants. Development is through
negotiations with the local jurisdictions, with direction from Ward Aldermen, including any
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affordable housing requirements. Often, increased density is allowed in projects in order to
afford to obtain any affordable housing goals.


5. Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA)


WMATA embraces smart groMh and joint development, and aggressively seeks partners to
develop TOD on its properties. WMATA recognizes the importance of providing affordable
housing at its stations and its policy states that all developers proposing residential projects
on WMATA-owned property shall comply with the minimum affordable housing
requirements of the jurisdiction where the property is located. Also, to maximize value to
WMATA, developers are encouraged to seek creative sources of financing, such as low-
income housing tax credits, grants and other Federal and local funding programs, to achieve
any local jurisdiction affordability requirements.


6. Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART)


DART relies on local jurisdiction land use policies which include affordable housing goals.
DART's TOD program includes an "intensity ofdevelopment" goal with residential uses at a
minimum of 24 dwelling units per acre average over the designated station area at final
build-out to provide greater density near the station and less density at the periphery. This
density allows DART to comply with the affordable housing goals of the local jurisdictions
as costs are decreased per unit with increased density.


7. San Diego Municipal Transportation System (MTS)


The Joint Use and Development of Property Policy of MTS addresses its Board's intention to
maximize the potential ol its real estate assets consistent with transportation goals and
community development objectives. MTS does not have affordable housing criteria; rather,
it relies on and supports the requirements ofthe localjurisdictions.


8. Seattle Sound Transit


Sound Transit is a relatively new and unique transit agency. The agency was voted into
existence as a special purpose district in 1986 and the first segment of light rail started
revenue service in 2009. The voters must approve all agency programs, and the agency is
currently allowed to only purchase property for transit purposes. A large part ofthe agency's
financial plan is the sale of their excess property.


Affordable housing is a significant regional and political topic in the Seattle area. The topic
is that many people there believe that the agency should give away their excess property for
affordable housing, while the agency fundamentally disagrees with this thinking. They
haven't finished building their transit lines and they need every dollar that can be generated


by selling their excess property for this purpose. The residents that now have light rail want
place-making, including affordable housing, around the existing stations, while the residents
without light rail want the agency to complete the transit lines before TOD occurs. Their
Board is split on affordable housing, and to date, Sound Transit is still struggling with this
issue while making completing their transit lines the first and foremost priority.
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9. Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA)


Land use authority for VTA TOD projects rests with the local cities and Santa Clara County.
VTA has formed partnerships with local jurisdictions to implement their TOD program and


ensure that transit-oriented development occurs. Several cities have amended their zoning
codes and regulations to include provisions for transit supportive land uses at existing and
planned rail stations. The local aifordable housing policy is applied to VTA's TOD projects.


10. Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA)


MARTA is the only transit agency surveyed that has adopted TOD Guidelines with
affordable housing as a specific goal. MARTA believes that residential and mixed-use TOD
projects should include a component of affordable housing, which requires a collaborative
effort among multiple stakeholders: municipal and county zoning jurisdictions in the
MARTA service area, their housing authorities, the state of Georgia, the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, for-profit and non-profit developers, lenders, community
groups and MARTA itself. Together, these stakeholders must apply a diverse affordable
housing "toolbox", including land availability, zoning, housing finance subsidy programs and


infrastructure improvements.


The TOD Guidelines were adopted in late 2010, and include a broad definition of affordable
housing. Affordable housing, as defined by MARTA, includes workforce housing, as well as


housing affordable to seniors with low, moderate or fixed incomes, and persons with
disabilities. MARTA, in collaboration with the local jurisdictions, will establish a minimum
percentage of affordable units on a project-by-project basis, and those goals will be clearly
stated in its RFPs. The percentage will reflect market conditions, zoning, and the availability
of federal, state or local housing finance incentives. Financial incentives, such as higher
densities and reduced parking requirements, may be used to encourage the inclusion of
workforce units.
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